**Recommendations for OSA Referral**

**Screening Outcome**

- **High suspicion OSA**
  - Referral to Board Certified Sleep Specialist with records for follow-up and management with PAP or other alternatives

- **History of OSA diagnosis, current symptoms, but no current treatment**
  - No eval/Tx records available
  - Assess for re-testing

- **Current OSA symptoms--has treatment (PAP) but not active/poor tolerance**
  - Previous sleep study results are available
  - If refused/unsuccessful, consider all other referral options:
    - Referral to sleep-trained dentist for mandibular advancement device
    - ENT referral for eval to discuss surgical alternatives (reconstructive surgery, hypoglossal nerve stimulator)
    - Behavioral health referral – For mgmt of anxiety, insomnia, motivational barriers to adherence